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Summary

Between the 12th and the 15th September 2016 Oxford Archaeology East carried
out an archaeological excavation on land at Marlborough School, Watling Street, St
Albans, Hertfordshire (TL 1414 0581). The excavation, covering c. 200 sqm in the
south-east part of the proposed development site, was divided into two areas due to
the presence of live buried services and a number of trees. 

The excavation, which was in part targeted on remains identified during a previous
evaluation, revealed ditches, pits, postholes and a well spanning the prehistoric to
post-medieval and modern periods, although many of the features remain undated. 

In general the pottery recovered from feature fills was small and abraded, with most
of the Roman sherds being found as residual elements in later features. Other finds
include small quantities of Roman and later ceramic building material, in addition to
animal bone and two Bronze Age or Iron Age flints.

Despite the proximity to Watling Street, the features predominantly appear to be of
post-Roman date, although the presence of tegula and other Roman tile fragments
indicates that a building of some status was located in the vicinity. 
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1   Location and scope of work
1.1.1 An archaeological  excavation  was  conducted at  Marlborough School,  on  the south-

western  edge  of  St  Albans  in  Hertfordshire  (Fig.  1;  TL 1414  0581).  The  proposed
development (c.1600sqm) is for the demolition of existing residential buildings and the
construction of four new houses and vehicle access. Previous evaluation of the site by
OA East  revealed  that  archaeological  deposits  and  features  survive  in  the  south-
eastern part  of  the development area, nearest to Watling Street; the Roman road to
Chester.

1.1.2 This archaeological excavation was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme
of  Investigation (WSI)  issued by  Tom Phillips of  Oxford Archaeology East,  Planning
Application  5/16/0322,  on  behalf  of  the  client  (Rockwell  Homes  Ltd)  following
consultation with Simon West, District Archaeologist for St Albans. 

1.1.3 The  work  was  designed  to  assist  in  defining  the  character  and  extent  of  any
archaeological remains within the proposed redevelopment area, in accordance with
the  guidelines  set  out  in  National  Planning  Policy  Framework  (Department  for
Communities and Local Government March 2012).  The results will enable decisions to
be  made  by  the  Local  Planning  Authority,  with  regard  to  the  treatment  of  any
archaeological remains found. 

1.1.4 The site archive is currently held by OA East and will be deposited with the appropriate
county stores in due course.

1.2   Geology and topography
1.2.1 The bedrock geology of the site is Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation and Seaford Chalk

Formation  with  possible  superficial  deposits  of  riverine  sand  and  gravel  (Kesgrave
Catchment Subgroup) (http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html accessed
06/06/16; Phillips 2016).

1.2.2 The site is located between Watling Street  and buildings associated with Malborough
School, on a relatively flat plateau (c.100m OD) overlooking the valley of the river Ver to
the north.

1.3   Archaeological and historical background
1.3.1 The following section is drawn from the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016,

4-5): 

Palaeolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age

1.3.2 Findspots of Neolithic – Bronze Age flints were found at St Stephens Pond, c. 200m to
the north of the site (Fig. 2; HHER 30797), while a possible Palaeolithic scraper (HHER
594) and probable Bronze Age flints (HHER 4549) were found in St  Julian's  Wood,
800m to the south. A group of Middle Bronze Age pits were found at King's Park, King
Harry Lane, c. 700m to the north-west (HHER 30093 and 30094). 

Iron Age

1.3.3 In the Late Iron Age, a major settlement or oppidum of the Catuvellauni was located on
the hillside of Prae Wood and in the valley below on the western banks of the Ver. This
was partially to the north of the subsequent Roman town, approximately 1.5-2km north-
west of the site.
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1.3.4 Closer to the site,  parts of  a large curvilinear earthwork and boundary ditch aligned
north-west to south-east (Wheeler's Ditch), which is thought to have been part of the
oppidum dyke system, have been found 700m to the north-west  (HHER 14306 and
14307), most recently during excavations for the housing development of King's Park.
The same excavations identified three cremation burials, found on the outer side of the
entrance  through  the  Wheeler  Ditch  (HHER  30097).  Each  burial  was  in  a  pit  and
accompanied by Late Iron Age pottery.

1.3.5 A Late  Iron  Age  to  Early  Roman  ditch  was  found  250m  to  the  north-west  (HHER
14685).

Romano-British

1.3.6 The Roman town of Verulamium lay on the south side of the River Ver; the eastern half
of which now forms Verulamium Park. The central forum was located near the site of
the present-day Verulamium Museum and St Michael's church. 

1.3.7 The  current  site  is  located  directly  to  the  west  of  Roman  Watling  Street  (Urban
Archaeological  Database Monument  339),  which runs from the south-east  coast  via
Verulamium to Chester. It was one of the most important Roman and later roads in the
country.  A site (St Albans Museums Site 15) to the north, on the opposite of the Street
close to the church, uncovered the Watling Street side ditch. Watling Street entered the
Roman town through the London Gate (HHER 14320), located  c. 900m to the north-
north-west.

1.3.8 A major Roman cemetery was located c.300m to the north on both sides of King Harry
Lane and Watling Street (HHER 14155). Burials have been discovered since at least
the  earlier  19th  century,  with  several  excavations  uncovering  inhumations  and
cremations (see also HHER 14685 and 14686). A Roman mortar-bonded tile and flint
base or structure was found during a watching brief near to the cemetery sites (HHER
12135).

Anglo-Saxon

1.3.9 St  Stephen's  church,  250m  to  the  north,  is  one  of  four  possible  Anglo-Saxon
foundations  in  St  Albans  (HHER 14163).  St  Stephen's  is  located  on  top  of  the  hill
adjacent to Watling Street and the large Roman cemetery centred around King Harry
Lane.

Medieval/post-medieval

1.3.10 A 14th century monastic barn was located  c.  250m south of  the site to the east  of
Watling Street, within the area of St Julian's (HHER 2025). Close by is the site of the
12th century hospital of St Julian's (HHER 2026).

1.3.11 A post-medieval chalk mine or quarry was found directly to the south-west of the site
between the school buildings and Watling Street (HHER 9663; location is approximate).

1.3.12 Glebe House is an early 18th century Grade II listed building located opposite the site,
referred to on the Ordnance Survey First Edition map as St Stephen's cottage (HHER
30796).

1.4   Acknowledgements
1.4.1 The author would like to thank the client Rockwell Homes Limited who commissioned

the work and carried out the machining, in particular the machine driver, Dave Wood.
The project was managed by Tom Phillips, Michael Webster carried out the excavation
with the help of Emily Abrehart, and site survey was undertaken by David Brown, all
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from Oxford Archaeology East.  The site work was monitored by Simon West, St Albans
District Archaeologist.

2  AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1   Aims
2.1.1 The original aims of the project were set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation

(Phillips 2016) and approved by the District Archaeologist. 

2.1.2 The main aims of this excavation were:

▪ To  mitigate  the  impact  of  the  development  on  the  surviving  archaeological
remains. The development would have severely impacted upon these remains
and  as  a  result  a  full  excavation  was  required,  targeting  the  areas  of
archaeological interest highlighted by the previous phases of evaluation.

▪ To preserve the archaeological evidence contained within the excavation area by
record and to attempt a reconstruction of the history and use of the site.

2.1.3 The aims and objectives of the excavation were developed with reference to National,
Regional and Local Research Agendas (Glazebrook 1997; Brown & Glazebrook 2000;
Medlycott 2011).

2.2   Methodology
2.2.1 The methodology used followed that detailed in the Written Scheme of Investigation

(Phillips 2016). Originally the excavation was anticipated to cover an area of c. 300sqm
in  the  south-eastern  part  of  the  proposed  development  area,  however,  due  to  the
presence of live buried services, tree root protection zones, extant buildings and spoil
storage issues, the actual area opened was just over 200sqm. For the same reasons,
the excavation was divided into two main areas: Area 1a (Plates 1 and 2) and Area 1b
(Plate 3). Two smaller 'boxes' were also opened to the north and south of Area 1a (Fig.
3) in order to define the routes of modern services.

2.2.2 Machine excavation was carried out by a 360° tracked type excavator using a 1.8m
wide flat bladed ditching bucket, under constant supervision by a suitably qualified and
experienced archaeologist. 

2.2.3 Spoil, exposed surfaces and features were scanned with a metal detector.  All metal-
detected and hand-collected finds were retained for inspection, other than those which
were obviously modern.

2.2.4 All  archaeological  features  and  deposits  were  recorded  using  OA East's  pro-forma
sheets.  Trench locations, plans and sections were recorded at appropriate scales and
colour digital photographs were taken of all relevant features and deposits.

2.2.5 No deposits suitable for environmental sampling were identified. 

2.2.6 Site conditions were generally good, machining and excavation took place during very
hot and dry sunny weather.  
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3  RESULTS

3.1   Introduction 
3.1.1 The results of the excavation are presented below by phase, with undated features at

the end,  and supplemented by a context  list  (including evaluation data) included as
Appendix A. Deposits and features were numbered on site using a single sequential list
of context numbers – features have not been re-numbered during post-excavation. 

3.1.2 The features are shown in Figure 3 and on Plates 1-3. Where possible each feature
has  been  assigned  a  phase  based  on  any  material  recovered  from  it  and,  where
appropriate, its stratigraphic relationship to other features. Dating of the features was
hampered by the paucity of finds recovered and their abraded nature, particularly the
pottery.

3.1.3 The site natural geology comprised of sands and gravels was sealed by subsoil (2), a
pale-mid brown clay silt, and top soil (1), a mid to dark grey brown clay silt.

3.1.4 Several phases of activity have been identified, these comprise:

1: Prehistoric to Early Roman (c. 2500B -150AD)

2: Late Saxon to medieval (850AD -1540AD)

3: Post-medieval to modern (1540AD-20th century)

Undated features 

3.2   Phase 1: Prehistoric to Early Roman 
3.2.1 The earliest feature identified lay towards the centre of Area 1a and comprised a linear

ditch (47; Fig. 3) aligned roughly north to south. Although the full length of the feature
was not exposed due to later truncation, the ditch survived to a width of 0.35m and
0.05m deep, with gently sloping sides and a generally flat base.  It was filled by a single
deposit  (48),  comprising a mid brown sandy silt  which produced no finds.  Although
undated, this ditch was cut by two later features (29 and 39) at its north and south ends
respectively, which indicates that it may have been of prehistoric date.

3.2.2 Ditch  29/45  (equivalent to ditch terminal  19 in evaluation Trench 4; Fig. 3), was also
located towards the central part of Area 1a, where it cut ditch 47 before terminating just
to the south of the limit of excavation. It was linear in plan, aligned north-west to south-
east and measuring 4m long, 0.90m wide and 0.20m deep. The ditch had moderately
steep  sides  forming  a  wide  u-shaped  profile  and  was  filled  by  a  single  deposit
(18/30/46), a mid brown sandy silt. Three worked flints were recovered from the fill of
ditch 29, which adds to the two flints found during the evaluation in the fill of ditch 19.
Although those from the fill of ditch 29 are undiagnostic, the two flints found during the
evaluation were dated to the Early Neolithic period; but may be residual

3.2.3 A possible shallow, sub-circular pit (39; Fig. 3), which cut the south end of ditch  47,
measured 1.40m wide and 0.18m deep with steeply sloping sides leading to a shallow
concave base. It was filled by a single deposit (40), which was a dark brown sandy silt,
containing a single small sherd of Late Iron Age to Early Roman pottery.  

3.3   Phase 2: Late Saxon to Medieval 
3.3.1 Exposed within the northern half of Area 1a was a linear ditch aligned north-west to

south-east (27/37 equivalent to ditch  6 in evaluation Trench 4 (Fig. 3). It was 15m in
length, 1.20m wide and 0.18m deep with a wide u-shaped profile and filled with a single
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deposit (6/28/38 and 44) comprising a mid brown sandy silt.  A total of two sherds of
Late  Saxon to medieval  pottery along with  a small  a  quantity of  animal  bone were
recovered from the fill  of  ditch  27,  while  two residual  Roman brick  fragments were
found in fills 38 and 44.

3.4   Phase 3: Post Medieval to Modern
3.4.1 A large ditch (33;  Fig. 3, Plate 3) was identified in the smaller open area (Area 1b)

located in the south-east part of the site.  The ditch was linear in plan, aligned north-
east to south-west and measuring 8.50m long and 1.70m wide; its full depth was not
exposed.  Its  fill  (34)  comprised  a  dark  brownish  grey  sandy  silt  which  produced  a
mixture of finds ranging from a single sherd of medieval pottery, an iron knife blade of
Roman  date  and  ceramic  building  material  (CBM)  of  Roman,  medieval  and  post-
medieval date (552g; see App. B.4).  

3.4.2 Two shallow post-holes (23  and  25) were located to the south and north of Phase 2
ditch  27/37  respectively, close to the north-east edge of Area 1a. Both features were
sub-circular in plan and were observed to cut the subsoil (2) before it was removed by
machine. Post-hole 23  measured 0.22m in length, 0.18m wide and 0.09m deep with
steep sides forming a concave base. Post-hole 25 was larger at 0.35m in length, 0.30m
wide and 0.11m deep with steep sides and a fairly flat base. Both features were filled by
single deposits (24 and 26 respectively), comprising mid grey-brown silty sand with no
finds. 

3.4.3 Originally recorded during the evaluation in Trench 4, a large concrete slab (15) was
revealed in the southern part of Area 1a where it was found to seal an 18m-deep brick-
lined well shaft with a diameter of 2m (Fig. 3 and Plate 2). In more recent times this had
subsequently been used as a drainage sump.

3.4.4 Several modern services (e.g.  8/14;  10), including a number of ceramic drains, were
revealed during the evaluation and excavation stages; all were left in-situ.

3.5   Undated Features 
3.5.1 Although undated, a spread of cobbles/stones (43; Fig. 3) located towards the south-

east corner of Area 1a was stratigraphically one of the earliest deposits identified in this
part of the site.  The stones, which were set in a pale grey brown sandy silt with sand
lenses, were slightly rounded at 0.10m diameter. This possible surface had been cut by
modern services and a pit (31, see below) and directly overlay the natural sandy gravel.

3.5.2 A possible shallow pit (31) was partially exposed in the section along the south-east
edge of Area 1a. Measuring 0.08m deep, the pit was sealed by the subsoil (2) and was
truncated along its south edge by a modern service trench. Its single fill (32) comprised
a pale brown sandy silt, which produced no finds.

3.5.3 Located a few metres to the north was another  possible pit  (41)  that  was partially-
revealed along the eastern edge of Area 1a. This pit, which was cut into the natural and
was  also  overlain  by  the  subsoil  (2),  measured  1.16m  wide  and  0.13m  deep.  It
contained a single fill (42), comprising a pale brown sandy silt which produced no finds.

3.5.4 During the evaluation, two post-holes or small pits (17 and 21) were identified in Trench
4 a few metres to the south of post-hole 25; both of which were also undated and very
truncated. Pit 17 was sub-circular in plan, measuring 0.55m long, 0.5m wide and 0.12m
deep and contained a single mid brown clayey silt (16) with pebbles and flint inclusions.
Pit 21 was roughly sub-circular in plan and measured 0.52m wide by 0.11m deep with a
fill that comprised a pale brown clay silt (20) with pebbles and flint inclusions.
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3.5.5 In Area 1b to the south-east, a single pit (35) was revealed on the northern edge of
Phase 3 ditch 33. The pit was sub-circular in plan, with a diameter of 0.70m and depth
of 0.15m, with gently sloping sides forming a shallow concave base. Its single fill (36)
comprised a dark brownish grey sandy silt.

3.6   Finds Summary
3.6.1 A small assemblage of finds was recovered, the earliest of which are three prehistoric

flints: two non-diagnostic flakes from ditch  29  (equated to ditch  19 in the evaluation,
which contained Early Neolithic flint) and one of Bronze Age or Iron Age date from post-
medieval boundary ditch 33. 

3.6.2 Eleven sherds of pottery spanning the Late Iron Age/Early Roman to medieval periods
were recovered,  all  of  which are small  and abraded.  Also  recovered were nineteen
fragments of tile/brick dating to the Roman and post-medieval periods and a single iron
knife blade found in the fill of post-medieval ditch 33. Three fragments of animal bone
were recovered, two of which are identifiable as deriving from cattle and horse.
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4  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1   Prehistoric to Early Roman
4.1.1 Two ditches (one undated) may possibly be of prehistoric date given the presence of

worked flints within the fill of the stratigraphically latest of the two features. The latter
(ditch  19/29/45) was aligned roughly parallel to the course of Watling Street and may
conceivably relate to an earlier  track in  this location:  evidence of  prehistoric  activity
(Palaeolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age periods) has been found within 200-800m of the
site (see Section 1.3).

4.1.2 The only feature to contain exclusively Late Iron Age/Early Roman finds was a possible
pit (39) that produced a single sherd of pottery of this date. Activity of this period might
be expected given the presence of the major Late  Iron Age settlement or  oppidum at
Prae Wood, and particularly the adjacent course of Roman Watling Street. This formed
the major southern approach to Verulamium, via the London Gate, and it is possible
that the current site represents low-level roadside development along this route.

4.2   Late Saxon to Medieval
4.2.1 A single ditch (5/27/37) orientated obliquely (c. 45°) to the frontage with Watling Street

probably  represents  a  post-Roman boundary or  drainage  feature.  The Anglo-Saxon
church of St Stephen's is located 250m north of the site and formed part of one of four
possible religious foundations of this date in St Albans. A 14th-century monastic barn
was also located 250m to the south of the site, close to the site of a 12th century St
Julian's hospital (see Section 1.3).

4.3   Post-medieval to Modern and Undated
4.3.1 A wide ditch (33)  revealed in the more southerly Area 1b aligned at  right  angles to

Watling Street probably formed a field or plot boundary. It was identified on the late 19th
century maps and was perhaps associated with the chalk mining or quarrying which
has been identified approximately 26m to the south-west of the site (see Section 1.3).
The stone spread may represent the remains of a yard or trackway which led to Watling
Street, although its date remains unknown. The scatter of undated pits and post-holes
are  probably  the  remnants  of  fences  or  perhaps  garden-related  features  of  post-
medieval or later date.

4.3.2 Modern  activity  is  represented  by service  trenches  related  to  the school  and  other
extant (1960s) buildings, and a large brick-lined well that was subsequently used as a
sump.  The  latter  may  perhaps  have  originally  supplied  the  nearby  quarry/mine  or
associated buildings in the 19th century.

4.4   Conclusion 
4.4.1 Most of the features encountered by the excavation had been heavily truncated during

the building and landscaping for  the existing school.  The paucity of finds,  combined
with the abraded and reworked nature of the datable elements within this assemblage,
means that few of the features can be securely dated and phased. Clearly there was
activity, albeit low-level, on or in the vicinity of the site from the prehistoric to modern
periods, but this appears to have been located on the periphery of any contemporary
settlement.  
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APPENDIX A.   CONTEXT INVENTORY

Context Same
as

Cut Trench Category Feature
Type

Length Breadth Depth Other Comments

1 1,2,3,4 and 
excavation

layer soil 0 Topsoil

2 1 3, 4 and 
excavation

layer buried soil 0 Subsoil

3 4 2 fill ditch 0 a post med/modern feature not 
fully excavated finds were discarded
on site

4 4 2 cut ditch 0 a modern feature associated to the 
building of the current buildings 
1960-1970 in date??

5 28, 38 
and 44

6 3 fill ditch 0 1.1 0.52 section into ditch excavated during 
the open excavation phase of work 
sealed by sub soil 2

6 27 and
37

6 3 cut ditch 0 1.1 0.52 part of ditch sequence excavated 
during the open excavation phase 
containing medieval pottery

7 8 3 fill ditch 0 0.6 fill of modern service trench
8 8 3 cut ditch 0 0.6 modern service trench heads for 

large well or soak away below 
concrete slab 15

9 10 3 fill ditch 0 1.1 fill of modern service trench 10
10 10 3 cut ditch 0 1.1 modern service trench not 

excavated also picked up in open 
excavation phase

11 12 4 fill pit 0 1.8 0.15 fill of shallow truncated pit may be 
associated to pit fill 40, from pit 39 
in open excavation phase

12 39 12 4 cut pit 0 A shallow truncated pit possibly 
associated to pit 39 excavated 
during the open phase of excavation
work

13 7 14 4 fill ditch 0 0.5 A fill of modern service trench same
as 7

14 8 14 4 cut ditch 0 0.5 a service trench equated to 8 and 
runs into deep well or soak away 
below concrete slab 15

15 0 4 fill well 2 2 0.25 concrete slab covering deep well at 
8.5m deep+ used as a soak away for
drainage etc on site during the 
1960-1970?

16 17 4 fill pit 0.55 0.5 0.12 fill of possible truncated pit 17 no 
finds

17 17 4 cut natural 0.55 0.5 0.12 a very shallow truncated pit 
possibly associated to features 19 
and 21
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Context Same
as

Cut Trench Category Feature
Type

Length Breadth Depth Other Comments

18 30 and
46

19 4 fill ditch 0 0.66 0.14 fill of SE butt end of ditch excavated 
during the open phase of excavation
flint find

19 29 and
45

19 4 cut ditch 0 0.66 0.14 the SE butt end to linear ditch 
excavated during the latter 
excavation phase of work equated 
to 29 and 45 possibly the earliest 
feature on site contained neolithic 
flint??

20 21 4 fill pit 0 0.11 associated with features 19 and 17
21 21 4 cut pit 0 0.11 a shallow feature only partially 

excavated within confines of trench 
not located during the open 
excavation phase of work associated
to features 17 and 19.

22 0 4 layer buried soil 0 0.25 a buried top soil sealed by current 
top soil garden soil deposited during
the recent landscaping of garden 
etc

23 23 excavation cut post hole 0.22 0.18 0.09 Base of post hole, undated was 
observed during machining as 
cutting sub soil 2 no finds

24 23 excavation fill post hole 0.22 0.18 0.09 fill of post med post hole because of
its dark grey fill. No finds

25 25 excavation cut post hole 0.35 0.3 0.11 the base of post hole possibly post 
med, but undated, feature was 
observed when machining cutting 
sub soil 2

26 25 excavation fill post hole 0.35 0.3 0.11 the dark fill may suggest that the 
feature is of a late date ie post 
med??

27 37 0 excavation cut ditch 0 1.2 0.18 part of boundary ditch equated to 
cut 37 pot of medieval date ??

28 38 and
44

27 excavation fill ditch 0 1.2 0.18 fill of ditch contains pottery and 
bone

29 19, 45 0 excavation cut ditch 0 0.9 0.2 the nw butt end to short linear ditch
equated to 19 from evaluation 
trench and 45 forming the se butt 
end to ditch

30 18, 46 29 excavation fill ditch 0 0.9 0.24 the fill contained possible daub and 
flint, the fill of 19 fill 18 contained 
Neolithic flint??

31 31 excavation cut pit 0 0.08 A very shallow truncated pit sealed 
by 2 and cut into stone spread 43

32 31 excavation fill pit 0 0.08 fill of very shallow truncated pit? No
finds

33 33 excavation cut ditch 0 1.7 only partially excavated produced 
post med finds, A boundary ditch. 
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Context Same
as

Cut Trench Category Feature
Type

Length Breadth Depth Other Comments

34 33 excavation fill ditch 0 1.7 this deposit was not fully excavated 
finds were of Roman and post med 
date

35 35 excavation cut pit 0 0.7 0.15 truncated pit of unknown date
36 35 excavation fill pit 0 0.7 0.15 no finds
37 6 and 

27
37 excavation cut ditch 0 0.92 0.17 section into ditch equated with 6 

and 27
38 5, 28 

and 44
37 excavation fill ditch 0 0.92 0.17 contains pottery and animal bone

39 12? 39 excavation cut pit 0 1.4 0.18 A truncated pit cuts ditch 47 may be
equated to shallow feature 12 in 
evaluation trench?

40 39 excavation fill pit 0 1.4 0.18 the pit contains late iron age 
pottery

41 41 excavation cut pit 0 1.16 0.13 heavily truncated pit
42 41 excavation fill pit 0 1.16 0.13 fill of very shallow heavily truncated

pit? No finds
43 0 excavation layer surface 

(external)
0 0.16 a possible yard surface or trackway 

leading to Watling Street
44 28 and

38
0 excavation fill ditch 0 a surface clean over ditch to recover

CBM and animal bone
45 19 and

29
45 excavation cut ditch 0 0.58 0.24 part of same ditch as 19 and 29, 

possibly prehistoric in date?
46 18 30 45 excavation fill ditch 0 0.58 0.24 similar fills to 18 and 30, no finds
47 47 excavation cut ditch 0 0.35 0.05 This section of ditch cut by pit 39 

cut ditch 29 was possibly the 
earliest feature on site.

48 47 excavation fill ditch 0 0.35 0.05 this shallow feature was  excavated 
near to pit 39, no finds
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APPENDIX B.  FINDS REPORTS

B.1  Flint

By Anthony Haskins

B.1.1  Three residual flints were recovered from ditch fills from two separate features dated to
the  prehistoric  and  post-medieval  periods  respectively.  Two  non-diagnostic  flakes
recovered  from  ditch  29  (fill  30)  are  struck  from  a  mid  greyish-brown  high  quality
translucent flint. The third, from ditch  33 (fill  34), is a core fragment of the same raw
material, which has been re-used as a hammer stone and then finally a scraper. The
form would suggest a Bronze Age or Iron Age date. This small assemblage adds to the
four flints recovered during the evaluation, two of which were snapped blades or blade-
like flakes of Early Neolithic date found in ditch terminal 19 (equivalent to ditch 29/47).

B.2  Pottery

By Carole Fletcher and Alice Lyons

B.2.1  This is a small and extremely abraded assemblage of 11 sherds, weighing 28.2g - with
an average sherd weight of only 2.5g. Due to its abraded nature, the pottery is difficult
to date or identify with any certainty but appears to be multi-period, perhaps leaning
towards the medieval period. The majority of the assemblage appears to be residual
and has been subjected to severe post-depositional disturbance. 

Context Feature Type Quantity Weight 
(g)

Comments Date

2 Layer Subsoil 5 14.0 Handmade sandy grey ware 
jar/bowl with an external 
soot residue

Late 
Saxon/Early 
medieval

2 Layer Subsoil 1 1.3 Sandy oxidised ware medieval

28 Ditch Fill 2 2.7 Sand oxidised ware with 
translucent lead glaze

medieval

30 Ditch Fill 1 0.4 Fragment of daub Not closely 
datable

34 Ditch Fill 1 1.7 Fine sandy red ware jar medieval

40 Pit Fill 1 8.1 Handmade flint tempered 
jar/bowl

Late Iron 
Age/Early 
Roman

Table 1: Pottery catalogue
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B.3  Iron Object

By James Fairbairn

B.3.1  An incomplete Roman iron knife or small cleaver, heavily corroded, was recovered from
post-medieval ditch 33. The narrow v-shaped blade has a flat back and convex cutting
edge which curves up to the missing tip. The tang is present and extends to 50mm and
has a diameter of 8mm. A small iron remnant still exists suggesting the object once had
an iron handle. A similar cleaver exists from excavations at Colchester (Crummy 1983,
fig 113, 2949). 

SF 1 Object type: Knife,  Overall  Length 101mm, Width: 8mm, Thickness 8mm, Weight 53.6g  (Context 34, Ditch 33,
Phase 3)  Broad period: Roman

B.4  Ceramic Building Material

by Ted Levermore

Introduction

B.4.1  Archaeological  works  produced  21  fragments  (1176g)  of  Ceramic  Building  Material
(CBM) from three contexts. The assemblage is fragmentary and abraded, nevertheless,
Roman brick and tile fragments are identifiable amongst post-medieval tile fragments.

Methodology

B.4.2  The assemblage was quantified by context, fabric and form and counted and weighed
to the nearest whole gramme. Fabrics were examined using a x20 hand lens and were
described by main inclusions present. Width, length and thickness were recorded where
possible. 

B.4.3  The quantified data and fabric descriptions are presented on an Excel spreadsheet held
with the site archive. A summary of the catalogue can be found in Table 2.

Assemblage and Discussion

B.4.4  Ditch 33 produced two fragments (328g) of Roman material, one of which is a piece of
brick. Fourteen fragments of post-medieval tile were also recovered from this feature.
Equivalent fills 38 and 44 in Phase 2 ditch  37 produced fragments of Roman tegula
flange and tile. There is also an undiagnostic fragment that could not be dated.

B.4.5  The  Roman  element  of  this  assemblage  will  have  originated  from  Romano-British
masonry buildings  in  the  vicinity.  These fragments  suggests  there  was  a  degree  of
wealth and/or significant  buildings within the settlement from which they derive.  The
post-medieval CBM recovered is 'background noise' related to the discard of building
material and subsequent dispersal through the landscape. 

Context Cut Feature Brick Tile Undiag. Weight (g) Comment

34 33 Ditch fill 1 14 1 552 Roman brick present

38 37 Ditch fill 1 179 Tegula flange fragment

44 37 Ditch fill 3 1 445 Includes Tegula fragment

Total 1 18 2 1176

Table 2: CBM Catalogue
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APPENDIX C.  ENVIRONMENTAL REMAINS

C.1   Faunal Remains

By Zoë Ui Choileáin 

Introduction 

C.1.1  A total  weight  of  0.069kg  of  animal  bone  was  recovered  from  the  excavation  at
Marlborough School, comprising just three fragments of which two could be identified to
taxon.

Methodology

C.1.2  All identifiable elements were recorded using a version of the criteria described in Davis
(1992). Identification of the assemblage was undertaken with the aid of Schmid (1972)
and  France  (2009)  plus  use  of  the  OA  East  reference  collection.  Taphonomic
information  such  as  butchery,  carnivore/rodent  gnawing  and  burning was  recorded.
Moreover, preservation condition was evaluated using the 0-5 scale devised by Brickley
and McKinley (2004). 

Results

Context Feature Element
 Number of

frags
Taxon

Collecti
on

method

Erosio
n

Biometr
y

Bur
nt

Age
Butcher

y

28 Ditch fill Metatarsus 1 Cattle Hand 2 - - - -

34 Ditch fill Vertebra 1 Large 
mammal

Hand 2 - - - -

44 Ditch fill Metapodial 1 Equid Hand 3 - - Yes -

Table  3.   Results  according  to  collection  method  (i.e.  hand-collection  or  flotation).
Erosion grades (simplified version of Brickley & McKinley 2004, 14-15): 0 (surface morphology
clearly  visible,  fresh  appearance),  1  (light  and  patchy  surface  erosion),  2  (more  extensive
surface erosion than grade 1), 3 (most of bone surface affected by some degree of erosion, 4
(all  of  bone  surface  affected  by  erosive  action),  5  (heavy  erosion  across  whole  surface,
completely masking normal surface morphology).

C.1.3  Both cattle and equid metapodials were identified from different features excavated on
the site. The only other fragment of bone present in the assemblage was the spinous
process of a large mammal. 

C.1.4  The overall surface condition of the bone was determined to be consistent with Brickley
and Mckinley's Grade two (2004 14-15) where only light and patchy surface erosion is
present.  The  equid  metapodial  was  consistent  with  McKinley's  Grade  3  with  more
extensive erosion of the surface.

Discussion and conclusion

C.1.5  This is a very small assemblage and as such can provide little information about diet or
industrial practices on the site. 
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APPENDIX D.  HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT RECORD SUMMARY SHEET 

Site name and address: Marlborough School, Watling St, St. Albans, AL1 2QA

County: Hertfordshire District: St Albans
Village/Town: St Albans Parish: 
Planning application reference: n/a
HER Enquiry reference: n/a
Client name, address, and tel. no.: Rockwell London Limited, Enterprise House, Roundwood 
Lane, Harpenden, AL5 3BW. Tel: 01582 462 624

Nature of application: Residential housing

Present land use: Residential
Size of application area: 1600 sq. m Size of area investigated: c. 200 sq. m open area
NGR (to 8 figures): TL 1414 0581
Site code (if applicable): XHTMBS 16
Site director/Organization: Tam Webster/ Oxford Archaeology East
Type of work: Open area excavation

Date of work: Start: 12/09/16 Finish: 15/09/16
Location of finds & site archive/Curating museum: St Albans Museums Service

Related HER Nos: Periods represented: Prehistoric – post-medieval
 

Relevant previous summaries/reports: Four trenches totalling just under 35m in length were 
opened, three of these revealed a number of ditches and pits dating from the prehistoric to the 
modern period.  A group of three features, recorded at the north-east end of trench 4 
represented the remains of heavily truncated pits and the terminus of a ditch, the latter 
contained worked flint in its backfill.  Two shallow ditches, in Trenches 3 and 4, had also been 
heavily truncated and all these features were sealed by a subsoil.  Modern remains were 
represented by a possible ditch in Trench 2 and a series of service pipe trenches and concrete 
capped sump or shaft in Trenches 3 and 4.  Pottery, ceramic building material and flint 
recovered from the subsoil deposit was dated to the prehistoric to post-medieval periods.

Summary of fieldwork results: 
The excavation, which was targeted on remains identified during the evaluation, revealed 
ditches, pits, postholes and a well, spanning the prehistoric to post-medieval and modern 
periods, although many of the features remain undated. In general the pottery recovered from 
feature fills was small and abraded, with most of the Roman sherds being found as residual 
elements in later features. Other finds include small quantities of Roman and later ceramic 
building material, in addition to animal bone and two Bronze Age or Iron Age flints.
Despite the proximity to Watling Street, the features predominantly appear to be of post-Roman
date, although the presence of tegula and other Roman tile fragments indicates that a building 
of some status was located in the vicinity. 

Author of summary: Tom Phillips Date of summary: 07/11/16
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APPENDIX F.  OASIS REPORT FORM

All fields are required unless they are not applicable.

Project Details
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Project Name 

Project Dates (fieldwork) Start Finish  

Previous Work (by OA East)         Future Work 

Project Reference Codes

Site Code Planning App. No. 

HER No. Related HER/OASIS No.

Type of Project/Techniques Used
Prompt

Please select all techniques used:

Monument Types/Significant Finds & Their Periods 
List feature types using the NMR Monument Type Thesaurus and significant finds using the MDA Object type 
Thesaurus together with their respective periods. If no features/finds were found, please state “none”.

Monument Period Object Period

Project Location 

County Site Address (including postcode if possible)
 

District

Parish

 HER 

Study Area National Grid Reference
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Plate 2: General view of site 1a showing capped post-medieval well 15, looking north-west 

Plate 1: General view of site 1a, looking south-east 
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Plate 3: General view showing open area 1b, south end of site, looking west
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	1 Introduction
	1.1 Location and scope of work
	1.1.1 An archaeological excavation was conducted at Marlborough School, on the south-western edge of St Albans in Hertfordshire (Fig. 1; TL 1414 0581). The proposed development (c.1600sqm) is for the demolition of existing residential buildings and the construction of four new houses and vehicle access. Previous evaluation of the site by OA East revealed that archaeological deposits and features survive in the south-eastern part of the development area, nearest to Watling Street; the Roman road to Chester.
	1.1.2 This archaeological excavation was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) issued by Tom Phillips of Oxford Archaeology East, Planning Application 5/16/0322, on behalf of the client (Rockwell Homes Ltd) following consultation with Simon West, District Archaeologist for St Albans.
	1.1.3 The work was designed to assist in defining the character and extent of any archaeological remains within the proposed redevelopment area, in accordance with the guidelines set out in National Planning Policy Framework (Department for Communities and Local Government March 2012). The results will enable decisions to be made by the Local Planning Authority, with regard to the treatment of any archaeological remains found.
	1.1.4 The site archive is currently held by OA East and will be deposited with the appropriate county stores in due course.

	1.2 Geology and topography
	1.2.1 The bedrock geology of the site is Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation and Seaford Chalk Formation with possible superficial deposits of riverine sand and gravel (Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup) (http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html accessed 06/06/16; Phillips 2016).
	1.2.2 The site is located between Watling Street and buildings associated with Malborough School, on a relatively flat plateau (c.100m OD) overlooking the valley of the river Ver to the north.

	1.3 Archaeological and historical background
	1.3.1 The following section is drawn from the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016, 4-5):
	1.3.2 Findspots of Neolithic – Bronze Age flints were found at St Stephens Pond, c. 200m to the north of the site (Fig. 2; HHER 30797), while a possible Palaeolithic scraper (HHER 594) and probable Bronze Age flints (HHER 4549) were found in St Julian's Wood, 800m to the south. A group of Middle Bronze Age pits were found at King's Park, King Harry Lane, c. 700m to the north-west (HHER 30093 and 30094).
	Iron Age
	1.3.3 In the Late Iron Age, a major settlement or oppidum of the Catuvellauni was located on the hillside of Prae Wood and in the valley below on the western banks of the Ver. This was partially to the north of the subsequent Roman town, approximately 1.5-2km north-west of the site.
	1.3.4 Closer to the site, parts of a large curvilinear earthwork and boundary ditch aligned north-west to south-east (Wheeler's Ditch), which is thought to have been part of the oppidum dyke system, have been found 700m to the north-west (HHER 14306 and 14307), most recently during excavations for the housing development of King's Park. The same excavations identified three cremation burials, found on the outer side of the entrance through the Wheeler Ditch (HHER 30097). Each burial was in a pit and accompanied by Late Iron Age pottery.
	1.3.5 A Late Iron Age to Early Roman ditch was found 250m to the north-west (HHER 14685).
	Romano-British
	1.3.6 The Roman town of Verulamium lay on the south side of the River Ver; the eastern half of which now forms Verulamium Park. The central forum was located near the site of the present-day Verulamium Museum and St Michael's church.
	1.3.7 The current site is located directly to the west of Roman Watling Street (Urban Archaeological Database Monument 339), which runs from the south-east coast via Verulamium to Chester. It was one of the most important Roman and later roads in the country. A site (St Albans Museums Site 15) to the north, on the opposite of the Street close to the church, uncovered the Watling Street side ditch. Watling Street entered the Roman town through the London Gate (HHER 14320), located c. 900m to the north-north-west.
	1.3.8 A major Roman cemetery was located c.300m to the north on both sides of King Harry Lane and Watling Street (HHER 14155). Burials have been discovered since at least the earlier 19th century, with several excavations uncovering inhumations and cremations (see also HHER 14685 and 14686). A Roman mortar-bonded tile and flint base or structure was found during a watching brief near to the cemetery sites (HHER 12135).
	Anglo-Saxon
	1.3.9 St Stephen's church, 250m to the north, is one of four possible Anglo-Saxon foundations in St Albans (HHER 14163). St Stephen's is located on top of the hill adjacent to Watling Street and the large Roman cemetery centred around King Harry Lane.
	Medieval/post-medieval
	1.3.10 A 14th century monastic barn was located c. 250m south of the site to the east of Watling Street, within the area of St Julian's (HHER 2025). Close by is the site of the 12th century hospital of St Julian's (HHER 2026).
	1.3.11 A post-medieval chalk mine or quarry was found directly to the south-west of the site between the school buildings and Watling Street (HHER 9663; location is approximate).
	1.3.12 Glebe House is an early 18th century Grade II listed building located opposite the site, referred to on the Ordnance Survey First Edition map as St Stephen's cottage (HHER 30796).

	1.4 Acknowledgements
	1.4.1 The author would like to thank the client Rockwell Homes Limited who commissioned the work and carried out the machining, in particular the machine driver, Dave Wood. The project was managed by Tom Phillips, Michael Webster carried out the excavation with the help of Emily Abrehart, and site survey was undertaken by David Brown, all from Oxford Archaeology East. The site work was monitored by Simon West, St Albans District Archaeologist.


	2 Aims and Methodology
	2.1 Aims
	2.1.1 The original aims of the project were set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016) and approved by the District Archaeologist.
	2.1.2 The main aims of this excavation were:
	To mitigate the impact of the development on the surviving archaeological remains. The development would have severely impacted upon these remains and as a result a full excavation was required, targeting the areas of archaeological interest highlighted by the previous phases of evaluation.
	To preserve the archaeological evidence contained within the excavation area by record and to attempt a reconstruction of the history and use of the site.
	2.1.3 The aims and objectives of the excavation were developed with reference to National, Regional and Local Research Agendas (Glazebrook 1997; Brown & Glazebrook 2000; Medlycott 2011).

	2.2 Methodology
	2.2.1 The methodology used followed that detailed in the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016). Originally the excavation was anticipated to cover an area of c. 300sqm in the south-eastern part of the proposed development area, however, due to the presence of live buried services, tree root protection zones, extant buildings and spoil storage issues, the actual area opened was just over 200sqm. For the same reasons, the excavation was divided into two main areas: Area 1a (Plates 1 and 2) and Area 1b (Plate 3). Two smaller 'boxes' were also opened to the north and south of Area 1a (Fig. 3) in order to define the routes of modern services.
	2.2.2 Machine excavation was carried out by a 360° tracked type excavator using a 1.8m wide flat bladed ditching bucket, under constant supervision by a suitably qualified and experienced archaeologist.
	2.2.3 Spoil, exposed surfaces and features were scanned with a metal detector. All metal-detected and hand-collected finds were retained for inspection, other than those which were obviously modern.
	2.2.4 All archaeological features and deposits were recorded using OA East's pro-forma sheets.  Trench locations, plans and sections were recorded at appropriate scales and colour digital photographs were taken of all relevant features and deposits.
	2.2.5 No deposits suitable for environmental sampling were identified.
	2.2.6 Site conditions were generally good, machining and excavation took place during very hot and dry sunny weather.


	3 Results
	3.1 Introduction
	3.1.1 The results of the excavation are presented below by phase, with undated features at the end, and supplemented by a context list (including evaluation data) included as Appendix A. Deposits and features were numbered on site using a single sequential list of context numbers – features have not been re-numbered during post-excavation.
	3.1.2 The features are shown in Figure 3 and on Plates 1-3. Where possible each feature has been assigned a phase based on any material recovered from it and, where appropriate, its stratigraphic relationship to other features. Dating of the features was hampered by the paucity of finds recovered and their abraded nature, particularly the pottery.
	3.1.3 The site natural geology comprised of sands and gravels was sealed by subsoil (2), a pale-mid brown clay silt, and top soil (1), a mid to dark grey brown clay silt.
	3.1.4 Several phases of activity have been identified, these comprise:
	1: Prehistoric to Early Roman (c. 2500B -150AD)
	2: Late Saxon to medieval (850AD -1540AD)
	3: Post-medieval to modern (1540AD-20th century)
	Undated features

	3.2 Phase 1: Prehistoric to Early Roman
	3.2.1 The earliest feature identified lay towards the centre of Area 1a and comprised a linear ditch (47; Fig. 3) aligned roughly north to south. Although the full length of the feature was not exposed due to later truncation, the ditch survived to a width of 0.35m and 0.05m deep, with gently sloping sides and a generally flat base. It was filled by a single deposit (48), comprising a mid brown sandy silt which produced no finds. Although undated, this ditch was cut by two later features (29 and 39) at its north and south ends respectively, which indicates that it may have been of prehistoric date.
	3.2.2 Ditch 29/45 (equivalent to ditch terminal 19 in evaluation Trench 4; Fig. 3), was also located towards the central part of Area 1a, where it cut ditch 47 before terminating just to the south of the limit of excavation. It was linear in plan, aligned north-west to south-east and measuring 4m long, 0.90m wide and 0.20m deep. The ditch had moderately steep sides forming a wide u-shaped profile and was filled by a single deposit (18/30/46), a mid brown sandy silt. Three worked flints were recovered from the fill of ditch 29, which adds to the two flints found during the evaluation in the fill of ditch 19. Although those from the fill of ditch 29 are undiagnostic, the two flints found during the evaluation were dated to the Early Neolithic period; but may be residual
	3.2.3 A possible shallow, sub-circular pit (39; Fig. 3), which cut the south end of ditch 47, measured 1.40m wide and 0.18m deep with steeply sloping sides leading to a shallow concave base. It was filled by a single deposit (40), which was a dark brown sandy silt, containing a single small sherd of Late Iron Age to Early Roman pottery.

	3.3 Phase 2: Late Saxon to Medieval
	3.3.1 Exposed within the northern half of Area 1a was a linear ditch aligned north-west to south-east (27/37 equivalent to ditch 6 in evaluation Trench 4 (Fig. 3). It was 15m in length, 1.20m wide and 0.18m deep with a wide u-shaped profile and filled with a single deposit (6/28/38 and 44) comprising a mid brown sandy silt. A total of two sherds of Late Saxon to medieval pottery along with a small a quantity of animal bone were recovered from the fill of ditch 27, while two residual Roman brick fragments were found in fills 38 and 44.

	3.4 Phase 3: Post Medieval to Modern
	3.4.1 A large ditch (33; Fig. 3, Plate 3) was identified in the smaller open area (Area 1b) located in the south-east part of the site. The ditch was linear in plan, aligned north-east to south-west and measuring 8.50m long and 1.70m wide; its full depth was not exposed. Its fill (34) comprised a dark brownish grey sandy silt which produced a mixture of finds ranging from a single sherd of medieval pottery, an iron knife blade of Roman date and ceramic building material (CBM) of Roman, medieval and post-medieval date (552g; see App. B.4).
	3.4.2 Two shallow post-holes (23 and 25) were located to the south and north of Phase 2 ditch 27/37 respectively, close to the north-east edge of Area 1a. Both features were sub-circular in plan and were observed to cut the subsoil (2) before it was removed by machine. Post-hole 23 measured 0.22m in length, 0.18m wide and 0.09m deep with steep sides forming a concave base. Post-hole 25 was larger at 0.35m in length, 0.30m wide and 0.11m deep with steep sides and a fairly flat base. Both features were filled by single deposits (24 and 26 respectively), comprising mid grey-brown silty sand with no finds.
	3.4.3 Originally recorded during the evaluation in Trench 4, a large concrete slab (15) was revealed in the southern part of Area 1a where it was found to seal an 18m-deep brick-lined well shaft with a diameter of 2m (Fig. 3 and Plate 2). In more recent times this had subsequently been used as a drainage sump.
	3.4.4 Several modern services (e.g. 8/14; 10), including a number of ceramic drains, were revealed during the evaluation and excavation stages; all were left in-situ.

	3.5 Undated Features
	3.5.1 Although undated, a spread of cobbles/stones (43; Fig. 3) located towards the south-east corner of Area 1a was stratigraphically one of the earliest deposits identified in this part of the site. The stones, which were set in a pale grey brown sandy silt with sand lenses, were slightly rounded at 0.10m diameter. This possible surface had been cut by modern services and a pit (31, see below) and directly overlay the natural sandy gravel.
	3.5.2 A possible shallow pit (31) was partially exposed in the section along the south-east edge of Area 1a. Measuring 0.08m deep, the pit was sealed by the subsoil (2) and was truncated along its south edge by a modern service trench. Its single fill (32) comprised a pale brown sandy silt, which produced no finds.
	3.5.3 Located a few metres to the north was another possible pit (41) that was partially-revealed along the eastern edge of Area 1a. This pit, which was cut into the natural and was also overlain by the subsoil (2), measured 1.16m wide and 0.13m deep. It contained a single fill (42), comprising a pale brown sandy silt which produced no finds.
	3.5.4 During the evaluation, two post-holes or small pits (17 and 21) were identified in Trench 4 a few metres to the south of post-hole 25; both of which were also undated and very truncated. Pit 17 was sub-circular in plan, measuring 0.55m long, 0.5m wide and 0.12m deep and contained a single mid brown clayey silt (16) with pebbles and flint inclusions. Pit 21 was roughly sub-circular in plan and measured 0.52m wide by 0.11m deep with a fill that comprised a pale brown clay silt (20) with pebbles and flint inclusions.
	3.5.5 In Area 1b to the south-east, a single pit (35) was revealed on the northern edge of Phase 3 ditch 33. The pit was sub-circular in plan, with a diameter of 0.70m and depth of 0.15m, with gently sloping sides forming a shallow concave base. Its single fill (36) comprised a dark brownish grey sandy silt.

	3.6 Finds Summary
	3.6.1 A small assemblage of finds was recovered, the earliest of which are three prehistoric flints: two non-diagnostic flakes from ditch 29 (equated to ditch 19 in the evaluation, which contained Early Neolithic flint) and one of Bronze Age or Iron Age date from post-medieval boundary ditch 33.
	3.6.2 Eleven sherds of pottery spanning the Late Iron Age/Early Roman to medieval periods were recovered, all of which are small and abraded. Also recovered were nineteen fragments of tile/brick dating to the Roman and post-medieval periods and a single iron knife blade found in the fill of post-medieval ditch 33. Three fragments of animal bone were recovered, two of which are identifiable as deriving from cattle and horse.


	4 Discussion and Conclusions
	4.1 Prehistoric to Early Roman
	4.1.1 Two ditches (one undated) may possibly be of prehistoric date given the presence of worked flints within the fill of the stratigraphically latest of the two features. The latter (ditch 19/29/45) was aligned roughly parallel to the course of Watling Street and may conceivably relate to an earlier track in this location: evidence of prehistoric activity (Palaeolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age periods) has been found within 200-800m of the site (see Section 1.3).
	4.1.2 The only feature to contain exclusively Late Iron Age/Early Roman finds was a possible pit (39) that produced a single sherd of pottery of this date. Activity of this period might be expected given the presence of the major Late Iron Age settlement or oppidum at Prae Wood, and particularly the adjacent course of Roman Watling Street. This formed the major southern approach to Verulamium, via the London Gate, and it is possible that the current site represents low-level roadside development along this route.

	4.2 Late Saxon to Medieval
	4.2.1 A single ditch (5/27/37) orientated obliquely (c. 45°) to the frontage with Watling Street probably represents a post-Roman boundary or drainage feature. The Anglo-Saxon church of St Stephen's is located 250m north of the site and formed part of one of four possible religious foundations of this date in St Albans. A 14th-century monastic barn was also located 250m to the south of the site, close to the site of a 12th century St Julian's hospital (see Section 1.3).

	4.3 Post-medieval to Modern and Undated
	4.3.1 A wide ditch (33) revealed in the more southerly Area 1b aligned at right angles to Watling Street probably formed a field or plot boundary. It was identified on the late 19th century maps and was perhaps associated with the chalk mining or quarrying which has been identified approximately 26m to the south-west of the site (see Section 1.3). The stone spread may represent the remains of a yard or trackway which led to Watling Street, although its date remains unknown. The scatter of undated pits and post-holes are probably the remnants of fences or perhaps garden-related features of post-medieval or later date.
	4.3.2 Modern activity is represented by service trenches related to the school and other extant (1960s) buildings, and a large brick-lined well that was subsequently used as a sump. The latter may perhaps have originally supplied the nearby quarry/mine or associated buildings in the 19th century.

	4.4 Conclusion
	4.4.1 Most of the features encountered by the excavation had been heavily truncated during the building and landscaping for the existing school. The paucity of finds, combined with the abraded and reworked nature of the datable elements within this assemblage, means that few of the features can be securely dated and phased. Clearly there was activity, albeit low-level, on or in the vicinity of the site from the prehistoric to modern periods, but this appears to have been located on the periphery of any contemporary settlement.


	Appendix A. Context Inventory
	Appendix B. Finds Reports
	B.1 Flint
	B.1.1 Three residual flints were recovered from ditch fills from two separate features dated to the prehistoric and post-medieval periods respectively. Two non-diagnostic flakes recovered from ditch 29 (fill 30) are struck from a mid greyish-brown high quality translucent flint. The third, from ditch 33 (fill 34), is a core fragment of the same raw material, which has been re-used as a hammer stone and then finally a scraper. The form would suggest a Bronze Age or Iron Age date. This small assemblage adds to the four flints recovered during the evaluation, two of which were snapped blades or blade- like flakes of Early Neolithic date found in ditch terminal 19 (equivalent to ditch 29/47).

	B.2 Pottery
	B.2.1 This is a small and extremely abraded assemblage of 11 sherds, weighing 28.2g - with an average sherd weight of only 2.5g. Due to its abraded nature, the pottery is difficult to date or identify with any certainty but appears to be multi-period, perhaps leaning towards the medieval period. The majority of the assemblage appears to be residual and has been subjected to severe post-depositional disturbance.
	Table 1: Pottery catalogue

	B.3 Iron Object
	B.3.1 An incomplete Roman iron knife or small cleaver, heavily corroded, was recovered from post-medieval ditch 33. The narrow v-shaped blade has a flat back and convex cutting edge which curves up to the missing tip. The tang is present and extends to 50mm and has a diameter of 8mm. A small iron remnant still exists suggesting the object once had an iron handle. A similar cleaver exists from excavations at Colchester (Crummy 1983, fig 113, 2949).
	SF 1 Object type: Knife, Overall Length 101mm, Width: 8mm, Thickness 8mm, Weight 53.6g (Context 34, Ditch 33, Phase 3) Broad period: Roman

	B.4 Ceramic Building Material
	B.4.3 The quantified data and fabric descriptions are presented on an Excel spreadsheet held with the site archive. A summary of the catalogue can be found in Table 2.
	B.4.4 Ditch 33 produced two fragments (328g) of Roman material, one of which is a piece of brick. Fourteen fragments of post-medieval tile were also recovered from this feature. Equivalent fills 38 and 44 in Phase 2 ditch 37 produced fragments of Roman tegula flange and tile. There is also an undiagnostic fragment that could not be dated.


	Appendix C. Environmental Remains
	C.1 Faunal Remains
	C.1.1 A total weight of 0.069kg of animal bone was recovered from the excavation at Marlborough School, comprising just three fragments of which two could be identified to taxon.
	C.1.2 All identifiable elements were recorded using a version of the criteria described in Davis (1992). Identification of the assemblage was undertaken with the aid of Schmid (1972) and France (2009) plus use of the OA East reference collection. Taphonomic information such as butchery, carnivore/rodent gnawing and burning was recorded. Moreover, preservation condition was evaluated using the 0-5 scale devised by Brickley and McKinley (2004).
	C.1.3 Both cattle and equid metapodials were identified from different features excavated on the site. The only other fragment of bone present in the assemblage was the spinous process of a large mammal.
	C.1.4 The overall surface condition of the bone was determined to be consistent with Brickley and Mckinley's Grade two (2004 14-15) where only light and patchy surface erosion is present. The equid metapodial was consistent with McKinley's Grade 3 with more extensive erosion of the surface.
	C.1.5 This is a very small assemblage and as such can provide little information about diet or industrial practices on the site.
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	1 Introduction
	1.1 Location and scope of work
	1.1.1 An archaeological excavation was conducted at Marlborough School, on the south-western edge of St Albans in Hertfordshire (Fig. 1; TL 1414 0581). The proposed development (c.1600sqm) is for the demolition of existing residential buildings and the construction of four new houses and vehicle access. Previous evaluation of the site by OA East revealed that archaeological deposits and features survive in the south-eastern part of the development area, nearest to Watling Street; the Roman road to Chester.
	1.1.2 This archaeological excavation was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) issued by Tom Phillips of Oxford Archaeology East, Planning Application 5/16/0322, on behalf of the client (Rockwell Homes Ltd) following consultation with Simon West, District Archaeologist for St Albans.
	1.1.3 The work was designed to assist in defining the character and extent of any archaeological remains within the proposed redevelopment area, in accordance with the guidelines set out in National Planning Policy Framework (Department for Communities and Local Government March 2012). The results will enable decisions to be made by the Local Planning Authority, with regard to the treatment of any archaeological remains found.
	1.1.4 The site archive is currently held by OA East and will be deposited with the appropriate county stores in due course.

	1.2 Geology and topography
	1.2.1 The bedrock geology of the site is Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation and Seaford Chalk Formation with possible superficial deposits of riverine sand and gravel (Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup) (http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html accessed 06/06/16; Phillips 2016).
	1.2.2 The site is located between Watling Street and buildings associated with Malborough School, on a relatively flat plateau (c.100m OD) overlooking the valley of the river Ver to the north.

	1.3 Archaeological and historical background
	1.3.1 The following section is drawn from the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016, 4-5):
	1.3.2 Findspots of Neolithic – Bronze Age flints were found at St Stephens Pond, c. 200m to the north of the site (Fig. 2; HHER 30797), while a possible Palaeolithic scraper (HHER 594) and probable Bronze Age flints (HHER 4549) were found in St Julian's Wood, 800m to the south. A group of Middle Bronze Age pits were found at King's Park, King Harry Lane, c. 700m to the north-west (HHER 30093 and 30094).
	Iron Age
	1.3.3 In the Late Iron Age, a major settlement or oppidum of the Catuvellauni was located on the hillside of Prae Wood and in the valley below on the western banks of the Ver. This was partially to the north of the subsequent Roman town, approximately 1.5-2km north-west of the site.
	1.3.4 Closer to the site, parts of a large curvilinear earthwork and boundary ditch aligned north-west to south-east (Wheeler's Ditch), which is thought to have been part of the oppidum dyke system, have been found 700m to the north-west (HHER 14306 and 14307), most recently during excavations for the housing development of King's Park. The same excavations identified three cremation burials, found on the outer side of the entrance through the Wheeler Ditch (HHER 30097). Each burial was in a pit and accompanied by Late Iron Age pottery.
	1.3.5 A Late Iron Age to Early Roman ditch was found 250m to the north-west (HHER 14685).
	Romano-British
	1.3.6 The Roman town of Verulamium lay on the south side of the River Ver; the eastern half of which now forms Verulamium Park. The central forum was located near the site of the present-day Verulamium Museum and St Michael's church.
	1.3.7 The current site is located directly to the west of Roman Watling Street (Urban Archaeological Database Monument 339), which runs from the south-east coast via Verulamium to Chester. It was one of the most important Roman and later roads in the country. A site (St Albans Museums Site 15) to the north, on the opposite of the Street close to the church, uncovered the Watling Street side ditch. Watling Street entered the Roman town through the London Gate (HHER 14320), located c. 900m to the north-north-west.
	1.3.8 A major Roman cemetery was located c.300m to the north on both sides of King Harry Lane and Watling Street (HHER 14155). Burials have been discovered since at least the earlier 19th century, with several excavations uncovering inhumations and cremations (see also HHER 14685 and 14686). A Roman mortar-bonded tile and flint base or structure was found during a watching brief near to the cemetery sites (HHER 12135).
	Anglo-Saxon
	1.3.9 St Stephen's church, 250m to the north, is one of four possible Anglo-Saxon foundations in St Albans (HHER 14163). St Stephen's is located on top of the hill adjacent to Watling Street and the large Roman cemetery centred around King Harry Lane.
	Medieval/post-medieval
	1.3.10 A 14th century monastic barn was located c. 250m south of the site to the east of Watling Street, within the area of St Julian's (HHER 2025). Close by is the site of the 12th century hospital of St Julian's (HHER 2026).
	1.3.11 A post-medieval chalk mine or quarry was found directly to the south-west of the site between the school buildings and Watling Street (HHER 9663; location is approximate).
	1.3.12 Glebe House is an early 18th century Grade II listed building located opposite the site, referred to on the Ordnance Survey First Edition map as St Stephen's cottage (HHER 30796).

	1.4 Acknowledgements
	1.4.1 The author would like to thank the client Rockwell Homes Limited who commissioned the work and carried out the machining, in particular the machine driver, Dave Wood. The project was managed by Tom Phillips, Michael Webster carried out the excavation with the help of Emily Abrehart, and site survey was undertaken by David Brown, all from Oxford Archaeology East. The site work was monitored by Simon West, St Albans District Archaeologist.


	2 Aims and Methodology
	2.1 Aims
	2.1.1 The original aims of the project were set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016) and approved by the District Archaeologist.
	2.1.2 The main aims of this excavation were:
	To mitigate the impact of the development on the surviving archaeological remains. The development would have severely impacted upon these remains and as a result a full excavation was required, targeting the areas of archaeological interest highlighted by the previous phases of evaluation.
	To preserve the archaeological evidence contained within the excavation area by record and to attempt a reconstruction of the history and use of the site.
	2.1.3 The aims and objectives of the excavation were developed with reference to National, Regional and Local Research Agendas (Glazebrook 1997; Brown & Glazebrook 2000; Medlycott 2011).

	2.2 Methodology
	2.2.1 The methodology used followed that detailed in the Written Scheme of Investigation (Phillips 2016). Originally the excavation was anticipated to cover an area of c. 300sqm in the south-eastern part of the proposed development area, however, due to the presence of live buried services, tree root protection zones, extant buildings and spoil storage issues, the actual area opened was just over 200sqm. For the same reasons, the excavation was divided into two main areas: Area 1a (Plates 1 and 2) and Area 1b (Plate 3). Two smaller 'boxes' were also opened to the north and south of Area 1a (Fig. 3) in order to define the routes of modern services.
	2.2.2 Machine excavation was carried out by a 360° tracked type excavator using a 1.8m wide flat bladed ditching bucket, under constant supervision by a suitably qualified and experienced archaeologist.
	2.2.3 Spoil, exposed surfaces and features were scanned with a metal detector. All metal-detected and hand-collected finds were retained for inspection, other than those which were obviously modern.
	2.2.4 All archaeological features and deposits were recorded using OA East's pro-forma sheets.  Trench locations, plans and sections were recorded at appropriate scales and colour digital photographs were taken of all relevant features and deposits.
	2.2.5 No deposits suitable for environmental sampling were identified.
	2.2.6 Site conditions were generally good, machining and excavation took place during very hot and dry sunny weather.


	3 Results
	3.1 Introduction
	3.1.1 The results of the excavation are presented below by phase, with undated features at the end, and supplemented by a context list (including evaluation data) included as Appendix A. Deposits and features were numbered on site using a single sequential list of context numbers – features have not been re-numbered during post-excavation.
	3.1.2 The features are shown in Figure 3 and on Plates 1-3. Where possible each feature has been assigned a phase based on any material recovered from it and, where appropriate, its stratigraphic relationship to other features. Dating of the features was hampered by the paucity of finds recovered and their abraded nature, particularly the pottery.
	3.1.3 The site natural geology comprised of sands and gravels was sealed by subsoil (2), a pale-mid brown clay silt, and top soil (1), a mid to dark grey brown clay silt.
	3.1.4 Several phases of activity have been identified, these comprise:
	1: Prehistoric to Early Roman (c. 2500B -150AD)
	2: Late Saxon to medieval (850AD -1540AD)
	3: Post-medieval to modern (1540AD-20th century)
	Undated features

	3.2 Phase 1: Prehistoric to Early Roman
	3.2.1 The earliest feature identified lay towards the centre of Area 1a and comprised a linear ditch (47; Fig. 3) aligned roughly north to south. Although the full length of the feature was not exposed due to later truncation, the ditch survived to a width of 0.35m and 0.05m deep, with gently sloping sides and a generally flat base. It was filled by a single deposit (48), comprising a mid brown sandy silt which produced no finds. Although undated, this ditch was cut by two later features (29 and 39) at its north and south ends respectively, which indicates that it may have been of prehistoric date.
	3.2.2 Ditch 29/45 (equivalent to ditch terminal 19 in evaluation Trench 4; Fig. 3), was also located towards the central part of Area 1a, where it cut ditch 47 before terminating just to the south of the limit of excavation. It was linear in plan, aligned north-west to south-east and measuring 4m long, 0.90m wide and 0.20m deep. The ditch had moderately steep sides forming a wide u-shaped profile and was filled by a single deposit (18/30/46), a mid brown sandy silt. Three worked flints were recovered from the fill of ditch 29, which adds to the two flints found during the evaluation in the fill of ditch 19. Although those from the fill of ditch 29 are undiagnostic, the two flints found during the evaluation were dated to the Early Neolithic period; but may be residual
	3.2.3 A possible shallow, sub-circular pit (39; Fig. 3), which cut the south end of ditch 47, measured 1.40m wide and 0.18m deep with steeply sloping sides leading to a shallow concave base. It was filled by a single deposit (40), which was a dark brown sandy silt, containing a single small sherd of Late Iron Age to Early Roman pottery.

	3.3 Phase 2: Late Saxon to Medieval
	3.3.1 Exposed within the northern half of Area 1a was a linear ditch aligned north-west to south-east (27/37 equivalent to ditch 6 in evaluation Trench 4 (Fig. 3). It was 15m in length, 1.20m wide and 0.18m deep with a wide u-shaped profile and filled with a single deposit (6/28/38 and 44) comprising a mid brown sandy silt. A total of two sherds of Late Saxon to medieval pottery along with a small a quantity of animal bone were recovered from the fill of ditch 27, while two residual Roman brick fragments were found in fills 38 and 44.

	3.4 Phase 3: Post Medieval to Modern
	3.4.1 A large ditch (33; Fig. 3, Plate 3) was identified in the smaller open area (Area 1b) located in the south-east part of the site. The ditch was linear in plan, aligned north-east to south-west and measuring 8.50m long and 1.70m wide; its full depth was not exposed. Its fill (34) comprised a dark brownish grey sandy silt which produced a mixture of finds ranging from a single sherd of medieval pottery, an iron knife blade of Roman date and ceramic building material (CBM) of Roman, medieval and post-medieval date (552g; see App. B.4).
	3.4.2 Two shallow post-holes (23 and 25) were located to the south and north of Phase 2 ditch 27/37 respectively, close to the north-east edge of Area 1a. Both features were sub-circular in plan and were observed to cut the subsoil (2) before it was removed by machine. Post-hole 23 measured 0.22m in length, 0.18m wide and 0.09m deep with steep sides forming a concave base. Post-hole 25 was larger at 0.35m in length, 0.30m wide and 0.11m deep with steep sides and a fairly flat base. Both features were filled by single deposits (24 and 26 respectively), comprising mid grey-brown silty sand with no finds.
	3.4.3 Originally recorded during the evaluation in Trench 4, a large concrete slab (15) was revealed in the southern part of Area 1a where it was found to seal an 18m-deep brick-lined well shaft with a diameter of 2m (Fig. 3 and Plate 2). In more recent times this had subsequently been used as a drainage sump.
	3.4.4 Several modern services (e.g. 8/14; 10), including a number of ceramic drains, were revealed during the evaluation and excavation stages; all were left in-situ.

	3.5 Undated Features
	3.5.1 Although undated, a spread of cobbles/stones (43; Fig. 3) located towards the south-east corner of Area 1a was stratigraphically one of the earliest deposits identified in this part of the site. The stones, which were set in a pale grey brown sandy silt with sand lenses, were slightly rounded at 0.10m diameter. This possible surface had been cut by modern services and a pit (31, see below) and directly overlay the natural sandy gravel.
	3.5.2 A possible shallow pit (31) was partially exposed in the section along the south-east edge of Area 1a. Measuring 0.08m deep, the pit was sealed by the subsoil (2) and was truncated along its south edge by a modern service trench. Its single fill (32) comprised a pale brown sandy silt, which produced no finds.
	3.5.3 Located a few metres to the north was another possible pit (41) that was partially-revealed along the eastern edge of Area 1a. This pit, which was cut into the natural and was also overlain by the subsoil (2), measured 1.16m wide and 0.13m deep. It contained a single fill (42), comprising a pale brown sandy silt which produced no finds.
	3.5.4 During the evaluation, two post-holes or small pits (17 and 21) were identified in Trench 4 a few metres to the south of post-hole 25; both of which were also undated and very truncated. Pit 17 was sub-circular in plan, measuring 0.55m long, 0.5m wide and 0.12m deep and contained a single mid brown clayey silt (16) with pebbles and flint inclusions. Pit 21 was roughly sub-circular in plan and measured 0.52m wide by 0.11m deep with a fill that comprised a pale brown clay silt (20) with pebbles and flint inclusions.
	3.5.5 In Area 1b to the south-east, a single pit (35) was revealed on the northern edge of Phase 3 ditch 33. The pit was sub-circular in plan, with a diameter of 0.70m and depth of 0.15m, with gently sloping sides forming a shallow concave base. Its single fill (36) comprised a dark brownish grey sandy silt.

	3.6 Finds Summary
	3.6.1 A small assemblage of finds was recovered, the earliest of which are three prehistoric flints: two non-diagnostic flakes from ditch 29 (equated to ditch 19 in the evaluation, which contained Early Neolithic flint) and one of Bronze Age or Iron Age date from post-medieval boundary ditch 33.
	3.6.2 Eleven sherds of pottery spanning the Late Iron Age/Early Roman to medieval periods were recovered, all of which are small and abraded. Also recovered were nineteen fragments of tile/brick dating to the Roman and post-medieval periods and a single iron knife blade found in the fill of post-medieval ditch 33. Three fragments of animal bone were recovered, two of which are identifiable as deriving from cattle and horse.


	4 Discussion and Conclusions
	4.1 Prehistoric to Early Roman
	4.1.1 Two ditches (one undated) may possibly be of prehistoric date given the presence of worked flints within the fill of the stratigraphically latest of the two features. The latter (ditch 19/29/45) was aligned roughly parallel to the course of Watling Street and may conceivably relate to an earlier track in this location: evidence of prehistoric activity (Palaeolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age periods) has been found within 200-800m of the site (see Section 1.3).
	4.1.2 The only feature to contain exclusively Late Iron Age/Early Roman finds was a possible pit (39) that produced a single sherd of pottery of this date. Activity of this period might be expected given the presence of the major Late Iron Age settlement or oppidum at Prae Wood, and particularly the adjacent course of Roman Watling Street. This formed the major southern approach to Verulamium, via the London Gate, and it is possible that the current site represents low-level roadside development along this route.

	4.2 Late Saxon to Medieval
	4.2.1 A single ditch (5/27/37) orientated obliquely (c. 45°) to the frontage with Watling Street probably represents a post-Roman boundary or drainage feature. The Anglo-Saxon church of St Stephen's is located 250m north of the site and formed part of one of four possible religious foundations of this date in St Albans. A 14th-century monastic barn was also located 250m to the south of the site, close to the site of a 12th century St Julian's hospital (see Section 1.3).

	4.3 Post-medieval to Modern and Undated
	4.3.1 A wide ditch (33) revealed in the more southerly Area 1b aligned at right angles to Watling Street probably formed a field or plot boundary. It was identified on the late 19th century maps and was perhaps associated with the chalk mining or quarrying which has been identified approximately 26m to the south-west of the site (see Section 1.3). The stone spread may represent the remains of a yard or trackway which led to Watling Street, although its date remains unknown. The scatter of undated pits and post-holes are probably the remnants of fences or perhaps garden-related features of post-medieval or later date.
	4.3.2 Modern activity is represented by service trenches related to the school and other extant (1960s) buildings, and a large brick-lined well that was subsequently used as a sump. The latter may perhaps have originally supplied the nearby quarry/mine or associated buildings in the 19th century.

	4.4 Conclusion
	4.4.1 Most of the features encountered by the excavation had been heavily truncated during the building and landscaping for the existing school. The paucity of finds, combined with the abraded and reworked nature of the datable elements within this assemblage, means that few of the features can be securely dated and phased. Clearly there was activity, albeit low-level, on or in the vicinity of the site from the prehistoric to modern periods, but this appears to have been located on the periphery of any contemporary settlement.


	Appendix A. Context Inventory
	Appendix B. Finds Reports
	B.1 Flint
	B.1.1 Three residual flints were recovered from ditch fills from two separate features dated to the prehistoric and post-medieval periods respectively. Two non-diagnostic flakes recovered from ditch 29 (fill 30) are struck from a mid greyish-brown high quality translucent flint. The third, from ditch 33 (fill 34), is a core fragment of the same raw material, which has been re-used as a hammer stone and then finally a scraper. The form would suggest a Bronze Age or Iron Age date. This small assemblage adds to the four flints recovered during the evaluation, two of which were snapped blades or blade- like flakes of Early Neolithic date found in ditch terminal 19 (equivalent to ditch 29/47).

	B.2 Pottery
	B.2.1 This is a small and extremely abraded assemblage of 11 sherds, weighing 28.2g - with an average sherd weight of only 2.5g. Due to its abraded nature, the pottery is difficult to date or identify with any certainty but appears to be multi-period, perhaps leaning towards the medieval period. The majority of the assemblage appears to be residual and has been subjected to severe post-depositional disturbance.
	Table 1: Pottery catalogue

	B.3 Iron Object
	B.3.1 An incomplete Roman iron knife or small cleaver, heavily corroded, was recovered from post-medieval ditch 33. The narrow v-shaped blade has a flat back and convex cutting edge which curves up to the missing tip. The tang is present and extends to 50mm and has a diameter of 8mm. A small iron remnant still exists suggesting the object once had an iron handle. A similar cleaver exists from excavations at Colchester (Crummy 1983, fig 113, 2949).
	SF 1 Object type: Knife, Overall Length 101mm, Width: 8mm, Thickness 8mm, Weight 53.6g (Context 34, Ditch 33, Phase 3) Broad period: Roman

	B.4 Ceramic Building Material
	B.4.3 The quantified data and fabric descriptions are presented on an Excel spreadsheet held with the site archive. A summary of the catalogue can be found in Table 2.
	B.4.4 Ditch 33 produced two fragments (328g) of Roman material, one of which is a piece of brick. Fourteen fragments of post-medieval tile were also recovered from this feature. Equivalent fills 38 and 44 in Phase 2 ditch 37 produced fragments of Roman tegula flange and tile. There is also an undiagnostic fragment that could not be dated.


	Appendix C. Environmental Remains
	C.1 Faunal Remains
	C.1.1 A total weight of 0.069kg of animal bone was recovered from the excavation at Marlborough School, comprising just three fragments of which two could be identified to taxon.
	C.1.2 All identifiable elements were recorded using a version of the criteria described in Davis (1992). Identification of the assemblage was undertaken with the aid of Schmid (1972) and France (2009) plus use of the OA East reference collection. Taphonomic information such as butchery, carnivore/rodent gnawing and burning was recorded. Moreover, preservation condition was evaluated using the 0-5 scale devised by Brickley and McKinley (2004).
	C.1.3 Both cattle and equid metapodials were identified from different features excavated on the site. The only other fragment of bone present in the assemblage was the spinous process of a large mammal.
	C.1.4 The overall surface condition of the bone was determined to be consistent with Brickley and Mckinley's Grade two (2004 14-15) where only light and patchy surface erosion is present. The equid metapodial was consistent with McKinley's Grade 3 with more extensive erosion of the surface.
	C.1.5 This is a very small assemblage and as such can provide little information about diet or industrial practices on the site.
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